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AFM’FUCT 
We show how to construct, from certain spectral data, a discrete inner product 
for which the associated sequence of monk orthogonal polynomials coincides with 
the sequence of appropriately normalized characteristic polynomials of the left 
principal submatrices of the Jacobi matrix. The generation of these orthogonal 
polynomials via their three-term recurrence relation, as popularized by Forsythe, 
then provides a stable means of computing the entries of the Jacobi matrix. Our 
construction provides, incidentally, very simple proofs of known results concerning 
the existence and uniqueness of a Jacobi matrix satisfying given spectral data and its 
continuous dependence on those data. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Gantmacher and Krein [3] take the term “Jacobi matrix” to mean 
nothing more than “tridiagonal matrix.” But it seems to have become 
accepted in papers on the problem of concern here to mean by “Jacobi 
matrix” a real, symmetric, tridiugonul matrix whose next- to-diagonal ek- 
ments are positive. We follow this usage here, and write such a Jacobi matrix 
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, bi>O, alli. (1) 
1 a1 bl bl a2 b2 
h? a3 b3 
I= *. *. *. 
b,-, a,-, Ll 
b n-l atI 
Further, we denote its left principal submatrix of order T by 1,. 
We consider the following inverse problem. 
PROBLEM A. Given the sequences X : = (AJ; and CL := ( p&‘-l with 
xi~Pii<xi+l~ i=l ,...,fl-1, (8) 
con&u& an n th-order Jacobi matrix I which has A,, . . . ,A,, as its eigenvalues 
and Pl, * * * 9 p,, _ 1 as the eigenvalues of its left principal s&matrix I,,_ 1 of 
ordern-1. 
It is well known that the eigenvalues of .I,_ i strictly separate those of 
J, = J, so that the condition (S) is necessary for the existence of a solution. 
Hochstadt [7] p roved that the problem has at most one solution and proved 
in [8] that this solution (if it exists) depends continuously on X and p. L. J. 
Gray and D. G. Wilson [5] showed it to have at least one solution, as did 0. 
H. Hald [6]. The latter also demonstrated in more explicit detail the 
continuous dependence of .I on A and y and described an algorithm for the 
construction of _I which, however, fails to be stable. He also announced an 
iterative, linearly convergent procedure for the determination of J. A diffe- 
rent iterative procedure was developed by Barcilon [l]. 
By contrast, the algorithm described below in Sec. 4 is direct, i.e., not 
iterative, and is stable. Its derivation provides simple proofs of the results 
concerning Problem A just mentioned. 
We also consider the following related problems. 
PROBLEM B. Given two strictly increasing sequences h : = (4); and 
A*:=(&+); with &,<v~h,,~. all i, determine an n th-order Jacobi matrix I 
which has Al,...,& as its eigenvalues and fm which the matrix I*, obtained 
from I by changing a,, to a,*, has A:, . . . ,x as iks eigenvalues. 
PROBLEM C. Given the strictly increasing sequence A: = (X,);, construct 
an n th-order persymmetric Jacobi matrix I having A,, . . . .A,, as its eigenval- 
U&S. 
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Here, a matrix A = (ui i) is called persymmetric if it is symmetric with 
respect to its second diagonal, i.e., if a, i = a,, l_-i,n+ 1 _+ all i and j. The 
Jacobi matrix (1) is persymmetric iffui=a,,+i_, and bi=b,_i, all i. 
Hochstadt [7j showed Problem C to have at most one solution. Hald [6] 
showed it to have at least one solution and showed the solution to depend 
continuously on X. 
In the analysis of these problems, the intimate connection between 
Jacobi matrices and orthogonal polynomials plays an essential role. We recall 
the salient facts of this connection in the next section. 
2. JACOBI MATRICES AND ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
We continue to use the notation Ji for the left principal submatrix of 
order i of the Jacobi matrix (1). Let 
pi(t): =det(t-Ji), i=l 9***, n. 
Then pi is a monk polynomial of degree i, all i, and one verifies easily that 
the sequence (pi) satisfies the three-term recurrence 
Pilt)=ltmui) Pi-1(t)-bi2_1Pi-2(t)~ i=l,...,n 
p-Jt):=o, pJt):=l. 
(2) 
Conversely, if we start with a sequence (pi) of monk polynomials with 
degp, = i, all i, which also satisfies the recurrence (2), then the Jacobi matrix 
(1) belongs to it in the sense that then pi(t) = det( t - Ii) for i = 1,. . . , n. Since 
the zeros of pi are the eigenvalues of .&, all i, we can therefore phrase 
Problem A equivalently as follows. 
hOBLEM A’. Given the sequences h:=(XJ; and P:==(&;-~ with 
A,<IL~<&+~, all i, construct sequences a: =(a,); and b:=(bJ-’ so that 
the sequence (pi) of polymmials given by (2) suti.sfies 
n-1 
Pn-lCt)= n tt-l-$Li) and p,(t)= fi (t-A& 
It is clear that this problem has at most one solution, since we can always 
run the recurrence (2) backwards: If we already know the monk polynomials 
p, and P,__~ (of degree i and i- 1, respectively), then ai is uniquely de- 
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termined by the requirement that 
be a polynomial of degree i - 2. Further, the number - b,% 1 is then found as 
the leading coefficient of q, and pi_, is then constructed by dividing q by its 
leading coefficient. 
This construction of (pi) satisfying (2) from p,_ 1 and p,, goes back to 
Wendroff [9] and has been used by Hald to solve Problem A or A’ 
numerically. We, too, tried it in some examples and found it to be badly 
unstable. But, in trying to understand Hochstadt’s procedure for the recon- 
struction of J from h and p [B], it occurred to us that it should be possible to 
construct a discrete inner product whose corresponding orthogonal poly- 
nomials satisfy (2), thus allowing us to generate a and b in the manner 
advocated by Forsythe [2]. 
We recall the details. Denote by P, the linear space of polynomials of 
order k, i.e., of degree <k, with real coefficients, and let ( , ) be a 
symmetric bilinear form which is an inner product on P,. Then there exists 
exactly one sequence (qi): of manic polynomials, with qi of degree i, all i, 
which is orthogonal with respect to the inner product ( , ), i.e., for which 
(qi3qi)=” for i#j. 
One may determine qi as the error in the best approximation from Pi to the 
function f(t) : = t’, with respect to the norm 
II fll : = KD”” 
in P,. Alternatively, one may construct (qi)i by its three-term recurrence, an 
idea popularized specifically for the case of a discrete inner product by 
Forsythe [2]: One computes 
q-Jt)=o, %J(t)=lY 
qi(t)=(t-~i)qi-l(t)-Pi2_1qi-z(t), L***P~, i= 
(3) 
with the numbers q and pi computed concurrently by 
“i”(tqi-,,qi-,>/(qi-~,qi-~), i=l >***, n, 
Pi~=ll~ill/1l~i-lll~ i=l ,...,fX-1. 
(44 
@b) 
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Here, it is assumed that ($(t),g(t))=(f(t),$(t)). 
The computational process (3)-(4) for the vectors (Y and p is very stable. 
We will, therefore, have solved Problem A in a satisfactory manner provided 
we can construct a suitable inner product for which 9i = pi for i = n - 1 and 
i = n. This we now do. 
From a computational point of view, the simplest bilinear form ( , ) 
which is an inner product in P, is of the form 
With&<-*- <&,, and w,>O, i=l,..., n. 
LEMMA 1. Let ( 9i)z be the sequence of monk orthogonal polynomids 
for the inner product (5). Then 
fi (+)=9?0 (6) 
j=1 
and 
with y:= 
119n-J2 . (7) 
n 9ta-&j) 
c 
/=I 9:(q) 
Consequently, we can recover (5) from 9n_ r and 9”. 
Proof. The polynomial q(t) : = IQ_ 1( t - 4) is a monk polynomiaf of 
degree n which is orthogonal with respect to the inner product (5) to all 
functions, and hence must agree with 9,,. This proves (6). As to (7), we know 
that 9n_ r is orthogonal to P,_ r. This means that the linear functional L 
given by the rule 
Lf:=<f,9n-J= 5 f(5,)9n-l(&)wi, df, 
i=l 
vanishes on P,_ 1. Since any n - 1 distinct point evaluations are linearly 
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independent on P, _ i, this implies that 
4”-1k)zo, all i. 
For the same reason, there is, up to multiplication by a scalar, exactly one 
linear functional M of the form Mf=E;f(&)mi, all f, which vanishes on 
P,_ i. Since both L and the (n - 1)st divided difference [[r, .. . , .$J on the 
points [i,...,& are such linear functionals, it follows that, for an appropriate 
scalar Y, 
Lf=Y[‘&,..., &]f=yk J(&) , auf 
j=l p1 k-5.) 
j#i 
But this states, with (6), that 
and, in particular, 
n %-lk) 
l181112=Y~l q,(&) 9 
n 
thus proving (7). n 
One may view Lemma 1 as giving a way to construct the computationally 
simplest inner product with respect to which a given sequence ( p,);t of monk 
polynomials satisfying a three-term recurrence (2) is ortbogonal. 
3. A SOLUTION OF PROBLEMS A, B, C 
Lemma 1 shows how to reconstruct the discrete inner product (5) from 
its last two orthogonal polynomials. It also shows the well-known facts that 
qn has n real zeros, all simple, and that the n - 1 zeros of qn_ 1 strictly 
separate those of qn. Indeed, the positivity of the wi’s demands by (7) that 
qn_i(&)q~(&)signumy>O, all i, while, clearly, (-)“-‘qA(&)>O, all i, and 
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%-&)4”-&+1) <Q i= 1 ,...,n--1, 
showing qn_ 1 to have a simple zero between any two zeros of q,,. 
Conversely, suppose we compute w by 
wi:= p,-,(5f)p;(&) ’ i=l ,*-*, n, (84 
where 
&:=A+, i=l,...,fl, (8b) 
n-l 
Pn-1(t):= II (t-/-g, (84 
i=l 
ptl(t): = p1 (t-q, (84 
with~<pi<<xi+l, all i. Then wi > 0, all i; hence (5) is then an inner product 
on P,, and necessarily p,, = q,,, by (6), and A_~ = qn_ 1 since ~,,_~(h) = 
qn-#J, i=l , . . . , n, by (7), and both polynomials are of degree < n. 
This proves that Problem A has exactly one solution for given X and p 
satisfying (S). Further, since a= a and b= p as determined by (3)-(4) 
depend continuously on < and w, while the latter, as determined by (8), 
depend continuously on X and IL, it follows that J depends continuously on X 
and CL. 
Problem B is closely related to Problem A. In terms of the monk 
polynomials 
pi(t)=det(t-Ji), l,..., n, i= 
we are given the information that 
fi (t-hi)=p,(t)=(t-a,)p,-l(t)-b,2-lpn--B(t) 
i=l 
252 
and that 
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ii (t-hi*)=p,*(t)=(t-u,*)p,_,(t)-b,2_1p,-2(t). 
j=l 
We conclude that 
i!l (t-y)- i~l(t-~)=(u~-u~)p,l(I), 
j=l 
and therefore, comparing coefficients (or else comparing the trace of J with 
that of J*), 
This allows calculation of a,* once we know a,. Further, since we only need 
to know the weights w for the inner product (5) up to a scalar multiple in 
order to reconstruct a and b via (3)-(4), it follows that we get J (and 
uniquely so) by choosing 
(9) 
Note how the assumption & <A,? < 4 + r, all i, insures that wi > 0, all i. 
The solution of Problem C leads to an intriguing fact which is also of 
help in the final algorithm for the solution of these problems. We came upon 
this fact accidentally. We had somehow gamed the impression in reading 
Hochstadt’s paper [8] that the correct weights in Lemma 1 would probably 
be 
wi=9”-1w4si)~ i=l n, >***, (10) 
and a quick numerical experiment confirmed this guess. Yet, when it came to 
proving it, we could only prove that wi=l/[q,_,(&)qA(&)], all i. This 
seeming contradiction is resolved by consideration of the characteristic 
polynomials of th e Tight principal submatrices of J. 
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Let S be the permutation matrix carrying (1,2,. . . , n) into (n, 12 - 1, . . . , l), 
I.e., 
and denote by j the reflection of J across its second diagonal, 
With &=U&+l_i, 6 = b,_i, all i. Correspondingly, let 
p_l(t):=O, %(t):=l, p,(,):=det(t-i), i=l >***, n. 
LEMMA2. Fori=l ,...,n, P,-l(A,)l?n-l(A,)=(b,.... +,-J2. 
Proof. For each i, p,_ 1(4) fi,,_ l(h) is the product of the (n - l)st-order 
left principal minor with the (n - l)st-order right principal minor of the 
singular matrix 
i.e., 
p,-,(h)=detA( ~;::::~I:) and ~~_l(&)=detA(~;:::;~), 
and detA =O. Apply Sylvester’s identity (see, e.g., [3, p. 15]), using 
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as pivotal block, to get 
Here, we have used the abbreviation 
If now J is persymmetric, then J= j and so pi = pi, all i. The lemma then 
implies that [ p, _ 1(AJ]2 = (b,- . + * *b,, _ J2, all i. Since we only need to know 
the weight vector w up to a scalar multiple, it follows that we only need to 
know p, in order to reconstruct a persymmetric J, thus solving Problem C. 
We conclude further that the computations (3)-(4) always generate the 
diagonals (Y and p of a persymmetric Jacobi matrix if we use the discrete 
inner product 
We were interested in Lemma 2 because of its importance for the 
algorithm in the next section and have therefore not followed the more 
customary treatment of Problem C. This treatment goes back to Gantmacher 
and Krein and consists in using the persymmetry of J to construct an 
equivalent problem of the form B and of half the size, thus reducing it to a 
problem with a known solution. 
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4. AN ALGORITHM 
Lemma 2 shows that we could also determine the correct weights w for 
the generation of a and b via (4) by 
To say it differently, if the inner product (5) is given by 
&:=& i=l,...,n, 
wi:=Pn-l(h)lPL(xi)~ 
(11) 
i=l,...,n, 
then the quantities generated by (3)-(4) are qi = pi, ai = fij, Pi = 6, all i. This 
says that use of the weights (11) rather than the weights (8a) in the 
computations (3)<4) al so g enerates the nonzero entries of J, but in reverse 
order. This explains the success in our numerical experiments using the 
. weights (10) referred to earlier: all examples happened to have been persym- 
metric. 
Use of the weights (11) in preference to (8a) has some computational 
advantages. Because of the interlacing conditions (S), we get the bounds 
h-Pi-1 Pi-4 < Pn-Ithi) <1 
Ai -A, A, -xi Psi) ’ (12) 
where the first (last) factor in the lower bound is to be omitted in case i = 1 
(i = n). This shows that overflow or underflow is highly unlikely to occur in 
the calculation of the weights (11). By contrast, the computation of the 
numbers l/[ p,,_ ,(A+) pL(Q] has to be carefully monitored, in general, for the 
occurrence of overflow or underflow, else one has to compute the logarithms 
of these numbers, a somewhat more expensive procedure. 
We offer the following algorithm for the solution of Problem A, and 
recall that Problems B and C can also be solved by it, if the definition of 
p”-l(Ai):=rI-‘(h,- .) pl used here is modified appropriately. 
liLGORITHM. Given the n eigenvalues A, < . ’ ’ <A,, of the Jacobi matrix 
(1) and the n-l eigenvalues j.~~<+.. <&_1 of its kft principal minor of 
order n - 1. Note that, necessarily, 4 < h <&+1, all i. 
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1. Compute the weights w from X and ~1 
1.1 temp(i-l):=& i=2 ,..., n 
1.2 for i=l,..., n, do: 
1.21 wi : = II;:,‘& - j.+)/[&-temp( j)] 
1.22 temp( i) : = Ai 
2. Generate the values at h of the first two orthogonal polynomials: 
2.1 S:=~;=lwi=(pO,~O) 
2.2 a,: =(q,wj+)/S=( pa&)/s 
2.3 for i=l,..., n, do: 
2.31 pkml(i) : = 1 = j&(h) 
2.32 pk(i):=&--G,=p,(X,) 
3. Compute IIpkjl” and & @4-,, then use them to generate the values at A 
of pk + 1 from those of jik and pk_ 1 by the three- term recurrence: 
3.1 for k=2 ,..., n, do: 
3.11 S’:=s=]]pk_# 
3.12 s:=t:=O 
3.13 far i=l,..., 12, do: 
3.131 p: = wi xpk(i)2 
3.132 s:=s+p 
3.133 t:=t+X,p 
3.14 &--_r : = s/s’ 
3.15 a,:=t/s 
3.16 for i=l,..., n, do: 
3.161 p: =pk(i) 
3.162 pk( i) : = (4 - &J p - @_ 1 pkml( i) 
3.163 pkml(i):=p 
4. Compute & from G f. Also, if a and b, rather than the vectors a and 
b, are-wanted, this is the place to reorder them. 
4.1 bk:=sqrt(@), k=l,..., n-l 
~Cputconsistsofthevectorsaandb;with~i=a,,,_i,~=b,_i,alli,and 
a and b the diagonals of (1). 
We have carried out various numerical experiments with this algorithm 
and describe here only three. 
For the n&order Jacobi matrix 1, with general row 
1, -2, 1, (9 
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the eigenvalues are given explicitly (and in order) by the formula 
+2(co& -l), j=l,..., n. 
Starting with these values and the corresponding sequence (@-’ for ]n_l, 
the algorithm produced approximations to the diagonal and the off-diagonal 
entries of J, whose maximum and average error are recorded for n = 25, 50, 
100, and 200 in the first columns of the Table 1. All calculations were 
carried out on a UNIVAC 1110 in single precision (27-bit floating-point 
mantissa). 
For variety, we also consider the n-th order Jacobi matrix ./, with general 
row 
l-f, i-2, I_!$$ i=l,...,n. 
n 
We know of no simple formula for its eigenvalues, and therefore used the 
algorithm tql 1 on pp. 2.32-233 of Wilkinson and Reinsch’s handbook [lo] to 
compute them and those of J,_ r. The tolerance (relative error requirement) 
for tql 1 we chose as 1. - 7. With this spectral information, we entered the 
above algorithm and so reconstructed J,, approximately. Errors of this 
reconstruction are also given in Table 1, in the last four columns. There is a 
significant deterioration as n increases. 
As can be expected from the formula (11) for the weights (wi), the 
condition of the problem of determining J,, from (hi) and (pi) deteriorates as 
one or more H approach the corresponding 4, since then one or more of the 
weights approach zero. This is shown even more strikingly when the matrix 
of the last example is reflected across its second diagonal, i.e., when the 
TABLE 1 
MAXIMUMANDAVERAGE ERROR INTHEDIAGONALANDOFT-DIAGONALENTRIES OFTWO 
SPECIFIC JACOBI MATRICES~ 
(9 6) 
Diagonal Off-Diagonal Diagonal Off-Diagonal 
n M&X. Ave. Max. Ave. Max. Ave. Max. Ave. 
25 4. -7 2.-7 2.-7 6.-B 2.-6 5.-7 l.-6 4.-7 
50 9. -7 L-7 4.-7 2.-7 6.-4 l.-5 5.-5 2.-6 
100 2.-6 7.-7 8.-7 2.-7 7.-l x-2 3.-l L-2 
200 3.-6 9.-7 l.-6 3.-7 8.-l 2.-z 5.-l L-2 
“As reconstructed with the algorithm of this section from (approximate) spectral data. 
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Jacobi matrix with the general row 
1-(nfl-i)/n, (n+l-9/n-2, l-(f&+)/n, i=l,...,n, 
is considered. Now the reconstruction breaks down in single precision 
already for n =30, since pl -Xi becomes too small. Even for n =20, we have 
p1 -X,-2. - 7. In fact, in computations using tql 1 to obtain the spectral 
information, some weights become negative for n = 30, while for n = 10 and 
20 we obtain approximations with errors of the order of 1. -4 and 2. -2, 
respectively. 
5. THE CONNECTION WITH GAUSS QUADRATURE 
For the given Jacobi matrix J in (l), let (Pi): be the polynomial sequence 
generated by the recursion 
bj+,Pi+,(t)=(t-aj+l)Pj(t)-bjPj-,(t), i=o . . . ..a--1 _ 
(13) 
P_, (t):=o, P&):=1, 
with b, arbitrary, b,, #O. The sequence (Pi) is related 
with Pi(t):=det(t-Ji), all i, of monk polynomials by 
pi = (b,- . . - +bi)Pi, 
to the sequence (pi) 
as one verifies easily, e.g., by comparing (13) and (2). 
Let now w be a monotone function on some interval [A,B] so that (Pi): is 
cnthomnmd with respect to the inner product 
(Lemma 1 provides a simple proof of the existence of such w.) Then the zeros 
X1<*** <h, of P,, must lie in [A,B], and there exist positive weights 
wr, . . . , w,, such that for every f E C2” [A, B], 
for some [E]A,B[. 
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If we take this fact for granted, then it follows that 
si-i=(pi2pj)co= rI$mrpi (h,)‘j(hr) for i+j<2n, 
showing that 
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(_f,g):= I?1 f(h) gh)wi (5) 
is an inner product on P, with respect to which (Pi):- ’ is orthonormal, and 
hence for which (pi): is an orthogonal sequence. 
This shows that the construction of the weights (wJ for (5), which was 
crucial for our numerical solution of the various inverse eigenvalue problems, 
can be started from any convenient formula for the weights in a Gaussian 
quadrature formula. 
For instance, one could start with the following consequence of the 
Christoffel-Darboux formula: 
tqP’(AJP(AJ = 1 for j=l,...,n. (16) 
Here, P(A) denotes the n-vector (I’, (A), . . . , Pn_1 (A)). By (13), P(4) is an 
eigenvector for J belonging to the eigenvalue +. Therefore, with I+: = 
b,j,* * * 9 unj) a unit eigenvector of J for +, (16) implies that 
wj = tqPiz_ 1 (A$ i=l ,**., ft. (17) 
Since P,(A) = 1, we obtain in this way the formula 
used by Golub and Welsch [4] to compute the weights. Problems A, B, and 
C can now be solved by deriving from the given data information about the 
eigenvectors of I. 
A more direct approach might be to start with the well-known formula 
with $ the leading coefficient of 5, i.e., 4 = l/(b,* . * * *bj). This formula 
involves the “next” orthogonal polynomial P,, + r. But, since P, (3) = 0 for all j, 
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we have 
by the three-term recurrence; therefore we also have 
which shows how (7) could have been derived from standard results in Gauss 
quadrature. 
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